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“God created woman to tame men” (Voltaire) 

“God created linear theory to tame numerical simulations” (anon.)



Vortices in accretion discs?

Initially suggested by von Weizsäcker (1944) to explain planetary 
formation. 
Reintroduced by Barge & Sommeria (1995) : dust accumulation. 
In discs, only anticyclonic (counter rotating) vortices can survive.
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Equilibrium of an anticyclonic vortex

Anticyclones are associated with high pressure regions. 
Lagrangian particles tend to accumulate in the centre (they only feel 
the Coriolis force).
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the standard core-accretion picture, dust grains
must grow from submicrometer sizes to rocky
cores ~10 times the mass of Earth (MEarth) within
the ~10-million-year lifetime of the circumstellar
disk. However, this growth process is stymied
by what is usually called the radial drift and
fragmentation barrier: Particles of intermediate
size [~1 m at 1 astronomical unit (AU) (1 AU =
1.5 × 108 km = distance from Earth to the Sun),
or ~1 mm at 50 AU from the star] acquire high
drift velocities toward the star with respect to the
gas (3, 4). This leads to two major problems for
further growth (5): First, high-velocity collisions
between particles with different drift velocities
cause fragmentation. Second, even if particles
avoid this fragmentation, they will rapidly drift
inward and thus be lost into the star before they
have time to grow to planetesimal size. This
radial drift barrier is one of the most persistent
issues in planet formation theories. A possible
solution is dust trapping in so-called pressure
bumps: local pressure maxima where the dust
piles up. One example of such a pressure bump
is an anticyclonic vortex, which can trap dust
particles in the azimuthal direction (6–10).

Using the Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array (ALMA), we report a high-
ly asymmetric concentration of millimeter-sized
dust grains on one side of the disk of the star
Oph IRS 48 in the 0.44-mm (685 GHz) con-
tinuum emission (Fig. 1). We argue that this can
be understood in the framework of dust trapping
in a large anticyclonic vortex in the disk.

The young A-type star Oph IRS 48 [dis-
tance from Earth ~120 parsecs (pc), 1 pc = 3.1 ×
1013 km] has a well-studied disk with a large
inner cavity (a deficit of dust in the inner disk
region), a so-called transition disk. Mid-infrared
imaging at 18.7 mm reveals a disk ring in the
small dust grain (size ~50 mm) emission at an
inclination of ~50°, peaking at 55 AU radius or
0.46 arc sec from the star (11). Spatially resolved
observations of the 4.7-mm CO line, tracing 200
to 1000 K gas, show a ring of emission at 30 AU
radius and no warm gas in the central cavity
(12). This led to the proposal of a large planet
clearing its orbital path as a potential cause of
the central cavity. Although these observations
provide information about the inner disk dy-
namics, they do not address the bulk cold disk
material accessible in the millimeter regime.

The highly asymmetric crescent-shaped dust
structure revealed by the 0.44-mm ALMA con-
tinuum (Fig. 1) traces emission from millimeter-
sized dust grains and is located between 45 and
80 AU (T9 AU) from the star. The azimuthal
extent is less than one-third of the ring, with no
detected flux at a 3s level (2.4 mJy per beam) in
the northern part (fig. S1). The peak emission
has a very high signal-to-noise ratio of ~390, and
the contrast with the upper limit on the opposite
side of the ring is at least a factor of 130. The
complete absence of dust emission in the north of
IRS 48 and resulting high contrast make the
crescent-shaped feature more extreme than earlier
dust asymmetries (10, 13). The spectral slope
a of the millimeter fluxes Fn [0.44 mm com-
bined with fluxes at lower frequencies n (14)]
is only 2.67 T 0.25 (Fn º na), suggesting that
millimeter-sized grains (15) dominate the
0.44-mm continuum emission. However, the
gas traced by the 12CO 6-5 line from the same
ALMA data set indicates a Keplerian disk pro-
file characteristic of a gas disk with an inner
cavity around the central star (Fig. 1B). 12CO 6-5
emission is detected down to a 20 AU radius,
which is consistent with the hot CO ring at 30 AU
(14). This indicates that there is indeed still some
CO inside the dust hole, with a significant drop
of the gas surface density inside of ~25 T 5 AU.
The simultaneous ALMA line and continuum
observations leave no doubt about the relative
position of gas and dust.

The observations thus indicate that large
millimeter-sized grains are distributed in an asym-
metric structure, but that the small micrometer-
sized grains are spread throughout the ring. To
our knowledge, the only known mechanism that
could generate this separation in the distribution
of the large and small grains is a long-lived gas
pressure bump in the radial and azimuthal di-
rection. The reason that dust particles get trapped
in pressure bumps is their drift with respect to the
gas in the direction of the gas pressure gradient:
v→dust − v→gas º ∇

→
p (3, 4), where v→dust and

v→gas are the dust and gas velocities and p is
the pressure. In protoplanetary disks without
vortices, this gradient typically points inward,
so dust particles experience the above-mentioned
rapid radial drift issue. If, however, there exists
(for whatever reason) a local maximum of the
gas pressure in the disk (i.e., where ∇

→
pgas ¼ 0

and ∇
→2pgas < 0), then particles would con-

verge toward this point and remain trapped
there (3, 5), avoiding both inward drift and
destructive collisions (14). Because small dust
particles are strongly coupled to the gas, they
will be substantially less concentrated toward
the pressure maximum along the azimuthal di-
rection than large particles. Various mechanisms
have been proposed that could produce a local
pressure maximum in disks; for instance, when
there is a “dead zone” (16) or a substellar com-
panion or planet (14, 17) in the disk, hindering
accretion. Until recently, however, the presence
of such dust pressure traps was purely speculative,
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Fig. 1. IRS 48 dust and gas observations. The
inclined disk around IRS 48 as observed with ALMA
Band 9 observations, centered on the star (white
star symbol). The ALMA beam during the observa-
tions is 0.32′′ × 0.21′′ and is indicated with a white
ellipse in the lower left corner. (A) The 0.44-mm
(685 GHz) continuum emission expressed both in
flux density and relative to the root mean square
(rms) level (s = 0.82 mJy per beam). The 63 AU
radius is indicated by a dashed ellipse. (B) The
integrated CO 6-5 emission over the highest ve-
locities in contours (6,12,...,60sCO levels, sCO =
0.34 Jy km s−1): integrated over –3 to 0.8 km s−1

(blue) and 8.3 to 12 km s−1 (red), showing a sym-
metric gas disk with Keplerian rotation at an in-
clination i = 50°. The green background shows the
0.44-mm continuum. The position angle is indi-
cated in the upper right corner. (C) The Very Large
Telescope Imager and Spectrometer for the mid-
infrared (VISIR) 18.7-mm emission in orange con-
tours (36 to 120sVISIR levels in steps of 12sVISIR,
sVISIR = 0.2 Jy arc sec−2) and orange colors,
overlayed on the 0.44-mm continuum in green
colors and the 5s contour line in green. The VISIR
beam size is 0.48′′ in diameter and is indicated
with an orange circle in the bottom right corner.
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[van-der Marel+ (2013)]

Evidence of vortices in ppdiscs 

Giant anticyclonic vortex
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Structures in Hall-dominated discs

Hall dominated discs can spontaneously organise [Kunz+ 2013, Bethune+2016] 

Vortices and bands are filled with a strong vertical field

Very weak Hall effect Strong Hall effect

3D turbulence Large scale vortices Large scale zonal flows 
“rings”

A&A proofs: manuscript no. hall_draft
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Fig. 3. Space-averaged ↵SS parameter (upper panel) and total magnetic
energy (lower panel) over time, in the active domain for the two com-
parison runs Up (solid red) and Down (dashed blue).

However, we can compare these values with the local Hall-
MHD simulations Z2L and Z4L of Sano & Stone (2002), where
they used similar input parameters in extended shearing-boxes:
B0 = ±2.5 ⇥ 10�3, `H ' vA/⌦ ⇡ 5.5 ⇥ 10�3 at radius 1.8r0, plus
an additional resistivity such that ⇤O = 100, large enough to im-
pact only in a minor way the saturation level of the turbulence.
These two runs yielded ↵SS ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�1 in Z2L (Up case) and
↵SS ⇡ 8 ⇥ 10�2 in Z4L (Down case), similar to our results both
in magnitude and ratio.

Concerning the total magnetic energy, we do not observe a
long-term growth as reported by O’Kee↵e & Downes (2014).
The total magnetic energy is about twice larger in run Up com-
pared to run Down, scaling as the ratio of stresses in accordance
with previous studies of MRI-induced turbulence in local ideal
MHD simulations (see e.g. Minoshima et al. 2015, figure 2). The
mean magnetic energy density is 1.2 ⇥ 10�1⇢0c2

s in run Down,
comparable again to run Z4 of Sano & Stone (2002) (see their
figure 1).

We do observe the formation of structures such as gaps close
to the inner and outer boundaries, but we attribute them to the
damping bu↵er zones for the density accumulates precisely at
the edge between the the inner bu↵er and the active domain.
This is the kind of density structures we want to avoid with our
own bu↵ers implementation as described in section 3.1.2. Fi-
nally, note that the strong turbulent activity (↵SS ⇠ 10�1) is due
to the large geometrical thickness of the disk compared to its
pressure scale height near the inner boundary (⌦h � cs). For this
reason, turbulence becomes transonic and strong density waves
develop. This unrealistic feature is absent from our other 3D runs
for which we enforce ⌦h . cs.

4. Results

4.1. Numerical protocol

All of the global simulations to date have been computed in the
weak Hall regime (`H/h ⌧ 1) which only moderately a↵ect the
dynamics of the system. However, disks are known to exhibit
regions with much stronger Hall e↵ect, in particular in the so
called “dead zone” between 1 and 10 a.u. (Lesur et al. 2014). In
these regions, we expect `H/h of the order of 10 in the disk mid-

plane. In this section we focus on this regime and on its impact
on the global disk dynamics.

The integration time varied from one run to another depend-
ing on the steadiness of the flow, with a default lower bound
of 200 inner orbits, that is about 18 orbits at the outer ra-
dius. The boundary conditions are those described in section
3.1.2. We ensured that the purely hydrodynamic case was sta-
ble, with only faint spiral waves coming from the inner boundary
(�vr/cs ⇠ �⇢/⇢0 . 10�4).

As we are mostly interested in the non-linear evolution of
the system, we initialise the flow in a specific way. We start from
a keplerian flow in ideal MHD, threaded by a constant vertical
magnetic field B0 = 10�3. Perturbations are added to the three
components of the velocity field with a large amplitude �v/cs =
10%, so that MRI modes rapidly develop on the entire domain.
After t ⇡ 30T0, the MRI saturates and we stop the simulation
at t = 50T0 in a fully turbulent configuration as illustrated in
Fig. 4. Only 3% of the total mass has left the box at that moment,
equally from the inner and outer radial boundaries.

Fig. 4. Vertical magnetic field in the turbulent flow when switching on
the Hall e↵ect, at t = 50T0.

All subsequent runs are launched from this configuration,
with non-ideal e↵ects switched on and with the net magnetic
flux fixed to the desired value. Apart from saving 50T0 of com-
putational time, this method allows us to have the same initial
conditions for all runs, and to have initial conditions that are tur-
bulent over the whole domain so that self-organisation processes
cannot be attributed to an excessively symmetric initial state. The
parameters used in the following 3D Hall MHD runs are listed
in table 1.

We have not systematically explored negative mean field
configurations B0 · ⌦ < 0. E↵ectively, the Hall e↵ect is known
to be sensitive to the field polarity. In particular, the vertical field
configuration we present is known to be stable for weak field
strengths (Balbus & Terquem 2001):

|vA| <
⌦`H

2
STABILITY. (21)

This implies that sub-equipartition magnetic fields are necessar-
ily stable in the negative polarity configuration when L = O(1).
We have checked successfully that it was the case in our numeri-
cal simulations, and we won’t discuss this case any further. Note
however that configurations with a strong mean toroidal field can
still become unstable, as demonstrated by Simon et al. (2015).

4.2. Turbulence

Our study starts by sampling L for di↵erent values of the global
magnetic flux. We wish to find whether the transition from high
to low transport states found in KL13 still occurs in cylindrical
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the number of bands depends on the initially available magnetic
flux, more flux producing a larger number of bands. Recipro-
cally, at a given B0 the number of bands is found to increase with
L, the exception being run B5L7 where the flow instantaneously
crystalized into three positive and negative magnetic field bands.

Fig. 7. Vertical magnetic field in the run B3L6 at t = 300T0.

We show in Fig. 7 the state of run B3L6 at time 300T0. The
vertical magnetic field appears to be organised in four axisym-
metric bands, with little to no apparent vertical structure, and
leaving the rest of the domain almost field-free.

4.3.2. Physical origin

The dynamics of these zonal fields or bands have been explored
by KL13 and we recover here a similar qualitative picture. Let
us first emphasize that the zonal field regions are dynamically
stable. As demonstrated in Fig. 8, the vertical field strength in
each band is so strong that it quenches the linear HSI. This
fact explains why a stronger mean initial vertical flux leads to
more bands of similar width. That being said, the bands having
a limited radial extent, they should smear out radially because
of di↵usion (either numerical, physical or turbulent), reducing
the field strength in the band and ultimately making the whole
band HSI unstable again. This is not observed in our simulations
and we find instead a confinement e↵ect which calls for a proper
explanation.

Fig. 8. HSI linear growth rates for the mode with vertical wave vector
kz = 2⇡/h (blue color+ contour lines), and local vertical Alfvén velocity
(red) in run B3L6 averaged from 200T0 to 300T0.

The zonal field confinement takes its roots in the HSI at the
boundary of each bands: the vertical flux is weaker but non-zero,
allowing localised HSI modes to develop. This leads to the gen-
eration of a localised Maxwell stress at the border of each band,
as illustrated in Fig. 9. However, in Hall-MHD, the Maxwell
stress appears explicitly in the induction equation (9) through
the Hall term. This equation predicts that a local maximum of
the Maxwell stress pushes away positive vertical flux tubes. As
a result, the growth of HSI modes at the border of each band
pushes the vertical magnetic flux back in the band, thereby con-
fining the flux in the HSI-stable region. This confinement mech-
anism by the Maxwell stress is sketched in Fig. 10 and explains
the global organisation observed in these simulations.

The bifurcation to such a self-organised state from a fully
turbulent state occurs when confinement overcomes di↵usion.
KL13 show from equation (9) that the transition happens near a
criticalL0 which depends on the stabilising Alfvén velocity (11)
and on the turbulent magnetic Prandtl number Pm ⌘ ⌘t/↵⌦h2 via

L0 '
1

Pm

vA,crit

⌦h
. (22)

Using Pm ⇡ 2 as measured in local simulations (Lesur & Lon-
garetti 2009), they deduce L0 ⇡ 0.2. The same argument holds
in our case, and the fact that the transition still happens near this
critical value translates into a turbulent magnetic Prandtl number
of order unity again in a global, non-stratified setup.

Fig. 9. Radial profiles of Bz (filled red), 107 ⇥Mr' (dashed, filled blue)
and 106⇥Rr' (solid green) in run B3L6, averaged in time between 160T0
and 230T0.

Looking at the Reynolds component of the stress, we show
in Fig. 9 that it is the dominant component of the total stress in
this organised configuration, by a factor ten above the Maxwell
stress. The physical origin of this stress resides in large-scale spi-
ral waves, una↵ected by the presence of zonal fields. We found a
plateau of total stress when increasing L beyond unity although
the Maxwell stress kept decreasing below ↵M < 10�4 near the
end of the simulation. After ruling out a possible defect of our
inner damping regions, we think these waves may be excited by
residual turbulence and local minima of potential vorticity near
the zonal flows.
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Fig. 10. Bz confinement mechanism by belts of Maxwell stressMr': the
magnetic field decreases in regions of negative second derivative ofM,
and increases where the curvature ofM is positive.

4.4. Vortices

4.4.1. Characterisation

For intermediate Hall strengths, the level of turbulent stress re-
mains quite high but the aspect of the turbulent structures gets
more clumpy as L is increased (red region in Fig. 6). We quan-
tify this structural transition in Fig. 11, with the median value
(over the radial extent of the disk) of the normalized correlation
lengths of �Bz ⌘ Bz�B0 in the vertical and azimuthal directions.
The change from small to large-scale fluctuations occurs rapidly
for L & 0.2, and when L � 1 the correlation factor is stalled
near unity.

Fig. 11. Median value of the vertical (upper panel) and azimuthal (lower
panel) auto-correlation profiles of the vertical magnetic field �Bz, mea-
sured at the end of the quarter-disk runs B3 (red plus), B4 (green cross)
and B5 (blue circles); the orange, red and blue regions correspond re-
spectively to a turbulent, vortex and zonal flow final state.

During the transition L ⇡ 0.4, the turbulent fluctuations
merge to form a sustained patch of magnetic field in runs B4L5
and B5L5. One band was formed in run B3L5 with the same
L, but Fig. 6 shows that it is a↵ected by large fluctuations in
stress. In order to test the stability of this structure, we ran the
full-disk simulation 2PB3 and found that the band would actu-
ally break and rather form a large patch as illustrated in Fig. 12.
In this run the average vertical field is Bz ⇡ 8 ⇥ 10�3 inside the
patch. Similarly to the zonal flows of section 4.3, this region dis-
plays no structure in the vertical direction. We verified that these

Fig. 12. Vertical magnetic field in run 2PB3 at time 300T0.

magnetic islands were not a mere product of the global flux ad-
justment procedure (see 3.1.2). These large scale patches have
not been observed in KL13 local simulations most probably be-
cause their horizontal extension covers several geometrical scale
height h in radius and azimuth.

Fig. 13. Vertical vorticity fluctuation �!z in the (', r) plane of run 2PB3,
centered on the vortex, averaged in the vertical direction and in time
with five snapshots between 250T0 and 290T0; the vertical axis �r/r0 is
the radial distance to the measured center of the vortex.

In the limit of incompressible Hall-MHD, the canonical vor-
ticity

$ ⌘ r ⇥ v + B/⇢`H (23)

is a conserved quantity (see equation 7 of KL13); an increase in
magnetic flux therefore comes with a decrease in vorticity flux.
We show in Fig. 13 the vertical component of the vorticity fluc-
tuation from the initial keplerian flow: �! ⌘ r ⇥ (v � r�1/2e'),
averaged in time over 40 inner orbits for better discernibility.
We observe that the accumulation of magnetic flux is indeed bal-
anced by a decrease in vorticity flux: �!z ' ��Bz/⇢`H ⇡ 3⇥10�2,
making this patch a true vortex and attesting the role of the Hall

Article number, page 9 of 16
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Fig. 9. Radial profiles of Bz (filled red), 107 ⇥ Mr' (dashed, filled
blue) and 106 ⇥ Rr' (solid green) in run B3L6, averaged in time be-
tween 160T0 and 230T0.

Fig. 10. Bz confinement mechanism by belts of Maxwell stressMr': the
magnetic field decreases in regions of negative second derivative ofM,
and increases where the curvature ofM is positive.

more clumpier as L is increased (red region in Fig. 6). We quan-
tify this structural transition in Fig. 11, with the median value
(over the radial extent of the disc) of the normalised correlation
lengths of �Bz ⌘ Bz�B0 in the vertical and azimuthal directions.
The change from small to large-scale fluctuations occurs rapidly
for L & 0.2, and when L � 1, the correlation factor is stalled
near unity.

During the transition L ⇡ 0.4, the turbulent fluctuations
merge to form a sustained patch of magnetic field in runs B4L5
and B5L5. One band was formed in run B3L5 with the same L;
Fig. 6 shows that it is a↵ected by large fluctuations in stress over
time, indicating that the structure is not steady. To test its stabil-
ity, we ran the full-disc simulation 2⇡L5 and found that the band
would actually break and instead form a large patch as illustrated
in Fig. 12. In this run the average vertical field is Bz ⇡ 8 ⇥ 10�3

inside the patch. Similar to the zonal flows of Sect. 4.3, this re-
gion displays no structure in the vertical direction. We verified
that these magnetic islands were not a mere product of the large-
scale flux adjustment procedure (see Sect. 3.1.2). These large
scale patches have not been observed in KL13 local simulations
probably because their horizontal extension covers several geo-
metrical scale heights h in radius and azimuth. For larger L & 1,
the bands are stable in the full-disc configuration as confirmed
in run 2⇡L6. The formation of a band in run B3L5 is facili-
tated by the smaller angular extent of the domain, and therefore

Fig. 11. Median value of the vertical (upper panel) and azimuthal (lower
panel) auto-correlation profiles of the vertical magnetic field �Bz, mea-
sured at the end of the quarter-disc runs B3 (red plus), B4 (green cross)
and B5 (blue circles); the orange, red and blue regions correspond re-
spectively to a turbulent, vortex and zonal flow final state.

Fig. 12. Vertical magnetic field in run 2⇡L5 at time 300T0.

accidental. We also confirm with run 2⇡L4 that lower values for
L . 0.2 keep the flow turbulent in 2⇡ disc simulations.

In the limit of incompressible Hall-MHD, the canonical
vorticity

$ ⌘ r ⇥ u + B/⇢`H (23)

is a conserved quantity (see equation 7 of KL13). An increase in
magnetic flux therefore comes with a decrease in vorticity flux.
We show in Fig. 13 the vertical component of the vorticity fluctu-
ation from the initial Keplerian flow: �! ⌘ r⇥(u�r�1/2e'), aver-
aged in time over 40 inner orbits for better discernibility. We ob-
serve that the accumulation of magnetic flux is indeed balanced
by a decrease in vorticity flux: �!z ' ��Bz/⇢`H ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10�2,
making this patch a true vortex and attesting to the role of the
Hall e↵ect in its formation. Its centre is localised near 3.8r0, and
the ratio of its major to minor axis is � ⇡ 5.2; the corresponding
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Fig. 13. Vertical vorticity fluctuation �!z in the (', r) plane of run 2⇡L5,
centred on the vortex, averaged in the vertical direction and in time with
five snapshots between 250T0 and 290T0. The vertical axis �r/r0 is the
radial distance to the measured centre of the vortex.

proper rotation period is

�t ' 2⇡
�!z

1 + �2

�
⇡ 180T0, (24)

or approximately 25 local orbits. This turn-over time is longer
than the local dynamical time scale, which is why our time aver-
ages su↵er from random fluctuations.

4.4.2. Confinement mechanism

The radial confinement of the vortex obeys the same mechanism
as for the zonal flows; we can address it with a one-dimensional
approach similar to the axisymmetric model of Sect. 2.2. In the
case of zonal flows, a band of magnetic field is pushed from both
its inner and outer sides by the (r,') component of the Maxwell
stress Mr', which is the product of the magnetic field compo-
nent along the streamlines B' with the component perpendicular
to the streamlines �Br. A vortex is defined by closed streamlines,
dragging and wrapping the horizontal magnetic field around. In
a frame following the vortex at its local Keplerian velocity, one
can use the magnetic field components along (Bk) and perpen-
dicular (�B?) to the velocity streamlines. The product of these
components defines a projected Maxwell stressM?k; this stress
appears at the boundary of the magnetic patch and pushes mag-
netic flux in the perpendicular direction �e?, thus confining the
vortex from all directions.

We confirm this picture by showing the averaged map of pro-
jected Maxwell stressM?k of run 2⇡L5 in Fig. 14. We find that
it is negligibly small inside the vortex, attesting to the MHD sta-
bility of this region, while the overall positive stress around the
vortex provides the required confinement.

5. Dust trapping

An important question is the ability of the previous structures
to accumulate dust particles in the process of planetary forma-
tion. It is known that aerodynamic drag make dust grains mi-
grate outwards in super-Keplerian regions and migrate inwards
in sub-Keplerian regions (Weidenschilling 1977). A disc region
trapped between a super-Keplerian part at its inner side and a

Fig. 14. Projected stress in the (', r) plane of run 2⇡L5, centered on the
vortex, averaged in the vertical direction and in time with five snapshots
between 250T0 and 290T0; the vertical axis �r/r0 is the radial distance
to the measured centre of the vortex.

sub-Keplerian part at its outer side therefore constitute a dust
trap2 where dust grains accumulate.

In the incompressible Hall-MHD limit, an increase in mag-
netic flux should come with a decrease in vorticity flux, so that
the flux of canonical vorticity defined by Eq. (23) is conserved.
This is equivalent to a velocity profile steepened in regions of
accumulated magnetic field and flattened outside, making both
zonal flows and vortices potential dust traps.

5.1. Capture by zonal flows

To see how the conservation of the canonical vorticity flux is al-
tered in our compressible case, we draw in Fig. 15 the deviation
from a Keplerian rotation profile in run B3L6. We observe a tran-
sition from super to sub-Keplerian rotation speed only in the first
two bands. In the outer half, the initially turbulent state plus the
steady mass excretion by spiral waves have reduced the average
density to about 10% of its initial value and slightly increased it
in the centre of the radial domain. This global density (and there-
fore pressure) gradient is su�cient to maintain a sub-Keplerian
flow in the outer part of the disc, preventing dust trapping in the
last two bands.

In general, protoplanetary discs are expected to be globally
sub-Keplerian thanks to a mean negative pressure gradient3. This
deviation from Keplerian rotation can be computed by consider-
ing the radial equilibrium

⌦

⌦K
=

 
1 +

@rP
⇢R⌦2

K

!1/2

· (25)

The average pressure gradient entering this equation can be es-
timated from the aspect ratio of the disc " = cs/R⌦K so that

2 These regions are sometimes refered to as pressure bumps. As a re-
sult of the radial geostrophic equilibrium, the trap we describe neces-
sarily corresponds to a pressure bump, but we prefer avoiding this ter-
minology since dust grains are only sensitive to the gas velocity and not
to the gas pressure.
3 This aspect has not been included in our non-stratified model.
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Vortices look very laminar and stable



Question: 
how do vortices survive in a magnetised environment?

7



Vortex model (Kida 1981)

Consider an elliptical patch of vorticity in a sheared flow 

Pure shear flow 

Vortex aspect ratio 

Total (shear+vortex) velocity field in the vortex 

Turnover frequency of the vortex 

Constant vertical field threading the vortex: B0
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1 Linear stability analysis

1.1 Vortex model

We consider an elliptical patch of vorticity of aspect ration X = b/a embedded in a uniform rotating
sheared flow

U0 = �Sxey (1)

The vorticity reads

!z = �S + !0 in the vortex core (2)

!z = �S outside (3)

A stationary solution is given by the Kida vortex where

!0 = � X + 1

X(X + 1)
S (4)

Inside the vortex, the flow takes the form

V0 =
S

X � 1

1

X

yex � S

X � 1
Xxey (5)

It can be checked that the turnover frequency of such a vortex is

!V =
S

X � 1
(6)

which will be used in the following. Note that since the velocity field is linear in the coordinates, the
velocity field can be written in all generality

V0 = Ax (7)

where A is a constant coe�cient matrix.

A = !V

✓
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X

�X 0

◆
(8)
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Equations

Full set of equations 

Horizontal problem

9

@tu+ V0 ·ru = �rP � 2⌦⇥ u� u ·rV0 +B0 ·rb

@tb+ V0 ·rb = b ·rV0 +B0 ·ru� `H(r⇥ b)⇥B

r · u = 0

r · b = 0

u = u(z)

b = b(z)



Horizontal problem

Normal mode analysis 

Introduce natural frequencies

10

�i!ux =
⇣
2⌦� !V

X

⌘
uy + i!Abx

�i!uy = �(2⌦� !V X)ux + i!Aby

�i!bx =
⇣!V

X
� `Hk!A)by + i!Avx

�i!by = (�!V X + `Hk!A)bx + i!Avy

Modified epicyclic 

Modified whistler waves

2 =
⇣
2⌦� !V

X

⌘
(2⌦� !V X)

!A = kB0

!2
H =

⇣!V

X
� `Hk!A

⌘
(!V X � `Hk!A)

/ exp[i(kz � !t)]



Dispersion relation: ideal MHD

Recover the MRI when  

No instability in the weak field limit 
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Hall-MHD dispersion relation

Hall-shear instability: 

Full dispersion relation
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The full problem: 3D arbitrary perturbations

Assume a decomposition of the form 

So that 

Choose k(t) so that
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@tu+ V0 ·ru = �rP � 2⌦⇥ u� u ·rV0 +B0 ·rb

@tb+ V0 ·rb = b ·rV0 +B0 ·ru� `H(r⇥ b)⇥B

r · u = 0

r · b = 0

1.2.2 Complete problem

The above derivations assumed a vertical wave-vector, which allowed us to drop V0 ·r terms in the linear
equations. We now consider the complete problem by decomposing each field  as in

 (x, t) =  ̂(t) exp(ik(t) · x) (25)

Injecting this decomposition into the background advection part of the equations leads to

@t + V0 ·r = @t ̂ + i ̂@tkjxj + iV0jkj ̂ (26)

= @t ̂ + i ̂

⇣
@tkj + Amjkm

⌘
xj (27)

We then choose k(t) to be a solution of @tkj + Amjkm = 0 which translates into

@tkx = �!V Xky (28)

@tky = !V kx/X (29)

@tkz = 0 (30)

A solution of this system is given by

k = k0

h
X tan(✓) sin(!V t)ex + tan(✓) cos(!V t)ey + ez

i
(31)

where k0 and ✓ are integration constants.

This time dependent wavector is then injected to the linearized equations to obtain a time dependend
homogeneous system of the kind

@t

✓
u

b

◆
= M(t)

✓
u

b

◆
(32)

where the matrix M contains periodic !V periodic time depent coe�cients. This constitutes a Floquet
problem which solutions can be decomposed into as  ̂(t) = P (t) exp(�t) where P (t) is a !V periodic
function. We compute numerically the growth rate by integrating numerically 4 independent solutions to
the above system for one period. This allows us to get growth rates.

A typical example is shown on Fig. ??

From this figure it is possible to deduce the highest growth rate as a function of ✓. It is this kind of
information which we plot below.

CASE I: Ideal MHD The growth rate in the ideal MHD case including all modes is shown in Fig. 23

CASE II: Hall MHD
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Floquet theory

The linear system involves time dependent, periodic coefficients 

Gaston Floquet says that the solution is written
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4

u = P (t) exp(�t)

where P has the same periodicity as M(t) 

It is sufficient to integrate the linear equations for one 
period with a set of linearly independent initial conditions 

to deduce the stability properties of the system



Application: ideal MHD case

Growth rate in ideal MHD 

Maximum growth rate (with respect to   )
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Application: ideal MHD
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W. Lyra and H. Klahr: Baroclinic instability in magnetized protoplanetary disks
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Fig. 10. Evolution of box-average quantities (clockwise: kinetic energy, magnetic energy, enstrophy and temperature) before and after inserting the
magnetic field. The MRI quickly takes over, on its characteristic short timescale. No evidence of synergy between the two instabilities is observed.
The saturated state of the combined baroclinic+MRI resembles an MRI-only scenario.

Fig. 11. Evolution of vorticity (upper panels) and magnetic energy (lower panels) in 3D. As the MRI develops, the vortex is destroyed by the
magnetic field. In a nonmagnetic run, the vortex survives indefinitely.

We conclude that the vorticity in the core is close to uniform
(as a Gaussian is very flat near the peak amplitude). Because the
vorticity is finite and close to uniform, so is the angular momen-
tum, and thus little radial shear should be present in the core.
As the MRI feeds on shear, one can expect that a patch of con-
stant (or nearly constant) angular momentum should be stable.
Nevertheless, examining the vorticity after 2 orbits of the inser-
tion of the field, (upper middle panel of Fig. 11), we notice that

the core did become unstable. This seems to be a signature of the
magneto-elliptic instability (Lebovitz & Zweibel 2004; Mizerski
& Bajer 2009), which we consider in the next section.

4.1.2. Magneto-elliptic instability

The elliptic instability has been a topic of extensive study in
fluid mechanics (see review by Kerswell 2002). First studied
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Vortex very rapidly destroyed in ideal MHD (3 orbits)



Application: Hall-MHD case

Adding the Hall effect stabilises the flow for sufficiently large 

Whistlers can’t resonate with the vortex due to frequency mismatch 

The vortex stability becomes very similar to hydro when Hall is included!
17
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Conclusions

Vortices are strongly unstable in ideal MHD due to elliptic MRI and 
Alfvén waves in resonance with the vortex turnover frequency 

Adding Hall stabilises the structure for sufficiently strong B0 (in this 
case, the stability properties are those of hydro vortices!) 

Another way to stabilise these structure is to completely damp the MRI 
by resistivity/AD
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